WB. Monday 14th June 2021
Welcome to the 17th addition of Archbishop Holgate’s School Wellbeing Newsletter. The idea of
the newsletter is to highlight the excellent Wellbeing resources that we are sharing with students
this week in form time. It also highlights our 4 pronged offer in school; #AHS-care, #Self-care,
#Self-care and #Support.

Resource of the week (#Self-Help)…
Debunking Myths: Boys Don’t Cry.
A myth is a widely held but false belief or idea. But when that
myth supports stereotypes about how people think, feel and
behave, it can be so harmful. It can also be really difficult to
change both for the person it affects and also the way that
society views the myth too.
“Boys don’t cry” is one myth that has been held by some for
generations, even though there is so much evidence to prove
how false and harmful it really is.
You can find the reasons why this behaviour is unhelpful,
alongside
the
full
article
via
the
following
link:
https://www.kooth.com/members.html/magazine/articles/9e7510fd-a62c4a43-8a15-a4ba88f38d2c

Joyful June Actions for this
week:
This month is Joyful June which
gives you daily actions to
appreciate the little things and
find more joy in the world!
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#Self-care

#Social
Join a local youth group.
There are a lot of different types of youth groups
that focus on striving to provide a safe, social
environment for young people, often presenting themselves
as a way to ‘be active’ and ‘discovering new things’.
A youth group can allow for, once a week, a period of time in
which you can meet new people, discover new ideas in an
active, social setting. These groups often encapsulate various
forms of self-care techniques such as sports, workshops and
social gatherings; particularly as many are becoming more
aware of the importance of caring for oneself and keeping
their mental health in mind.

#Self-Care App of the
week

MoodGym
MoodGym is an online cognitive
behaviour therapy programme which
creates the opportunity to learn and
practise skills which can help to prevent and manage
symptoms of depression and anxiety. Check out the website
to find out more: https://moodgym.com.au/
#Support

Who can you talk to?
Family and friends- You might not want to, but you really
need to start to talk about how you are feeling.
School - Talk to someone you trust. This could be your
HOY/PSW, your form tutor or a teacher. Please remember we
are here to help.

What if you do not want to talk to your
family or school?
Doctors If you recognise symptoms of any common mental
health problem and are worried, or if you feel that something
isn't right but you can't put your finger on why, we
recommend that you speak to your GP.
Shout 85258 Just text for help at anytime
Crisis line Phone 0800 051 6171 to talk to the mental health
crisis team.
Childline Phone 0800 1111 anytime

Quotes of the week

